Minutes: SBS Meeting September 11, 2013

Attendees: John LeRose, Alexandre Camsonne, Brian Quinn, Evaristo Cisbani, Vahe Mamyun, Mitra Hashemi Shabestari, Seamus Riordan, Mark Jones, Doug Higinbotham, Bob Michaels, Vladimir Nelyubin, Adam Sarty, Kondo Gnanvo, Nilanga Liyanage, Bogdan Wojtsekhowski

1) Alexandre Camsonne gives an update on INFN MPD (multipurpose digitizer) work:
   a) See link_pdf or link_pptx

2) Kondo Gnanvo gives an update on SRS Electronics (scalable readout system)
   a) See link_pdf or link_pptx
   b) Evaristo Cisbani asks about the radiation hardness of the “regulator”. Says in tests they’ve made the regulator would last ~1 year in Gep5 conditions. Kondo thought it wasn’t too bad and will ask questions at CERN.
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